
MEETING ROOM RENTAL AGREEMENT

This Agreement establishes the terms and conditions for the rental of meeting rooms at the Elite 
Executive Center (“EEC”). This agreement is not applicable to existing Tenants who hold a current lease 
for office space at the Elite Executive Center.

By booking and submitting payment for a meeting room, I (the “Customer”) acknowledge and 
agree to the following terms, rules and conditions:

Booked Reservations / Cancellation Policy:
• I understand that a reservation is only considered confirmed (“booked”) when I have received a 

payment confirmation from the EEC.
• I understand that meeting room bookings are non-refundable, except when cancelled seven (7) days in 

advance of the reservation time, via www.ormondofficesuites.com. I further agree that a cancellation is 
only considered valid when confirmed cancelled by the EEC in writing.

• I understand that a 5% cancellation/service fee will be deducted from any refund, and agree that any 
refund will be applied only to the same credit card that was used for my payment.

• I agree that if, for any reason, the EEC is unable to provide use of the booked space, I will have the 
right to a full refund, and this will be my only remedy.

Access / Rules:
• I understand that I am receiving access to a specific meeting room (and common areas), only for the 

date, times and number of occupants stipulated in the booking confirmation, and I agree to occupy the 
Premises only during the assigned times. I understand that my access to the Premises may be restricted 
immediately before, and immediately after, my confirmed rental time period.

• I understand and agree that the Premises are offered “as is”. 
• I agree that any access keycards provided to me remain the property of the EEC, and shall be returned 

as instructed immediately after the expiration of my rental. 
• I understand that the EEC is a professional work environment, and I agree to avoid actions that, at the 

sole discretion of the EEC, adversely affect the quiet enjoyment of the Premises.
• I will not tamper with any equipment, nor will I borrow or remove any private property from the 

Premises, and I will not use the Premises for any illegal purposes, and I will not cause or allow 
hazardous substance to be used, stored, or disposed of in the Premises.

• Internet access routers and phone equipment are preconfigured and provided to me ready for use. I 
agree to not alter or modify such equipment in any way.

• I agree to be held solely responsible for the rented area, including any common areas, and I agree to 
return these areas in the same clean condition as I found them.

• I agree to submit, in advance, for EEC's approval, any signs or other temporary objects, that I wish to 
display on the Premises during the term of my rental. I also agree to remove these items immediately 
after the rental period has expired.

Liability / Indemnity:
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• I agree to be held accountable for any injury or damages, resulting from my actions or negligence, or 
those of my employees and guests, while I occupy the Premises.

• I, the Customer, understand that neither EEC, nor their respective agents, shall be held liable for any 
claim, action and/or judgment for damages to property or injury to persons suffered or alleged to be 
suffered on the Premises by any person, or entity. I, the Customer, shall indemnify, defend and hold 
HRE 1452, LLC. harmless from and against all loss, cost and expense, including attorney’s fees, 
arising from any act, omissions of negligence by the Customer, or its agents, and guests in or about the 
Premises. The foregoing provisions shall not be construed to make the Customer responsible for loss, 
damage, liability or expense resulting from injuries to third parties caused solely by the gross 
negligence or intentional misconduct of the EEC, or their officers and agents.

— End—
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